A new annex site?

Committee members debate three locations for proposed student annex

By Don Munk
Senior Staff Writer

Campus Planning recommend a new location for the proposed student annex that would be located on the east side of the green space. The site is located in the southeast corner of the current student parking lot. The location was proposed by the Planning Committee during the meeting on Wednesday.

The 153,000 square foot building is scheduled to be built in 1988. It will house a variety of campus facilities, including classrooms, offices, and recreational spaces. The building will be designed to accommodate the increasing number of students on campus.

The committee voted 7-2 in favor of the new location. The campus community was notified through the Student Senate and the Student Body. The announcement will be made through the local and campus media.

A rose by any other name...

Provost blocks new department

By Paul Wooderton
Assoc. Staff Writer

Carolyn B. Clark changed her name. Donald Walker, John Szabo, Konchog and Gary Harpur all changed their names, too. But when the Department of Speech Communication had to change its name for the second time recently, the department was not pleased.

"Most of the department's identity sticks out at just one name," said Donald Walker. "Most people think our department doesn't exist, but it is a very accurate representation of what we do." Donald said that his department had been known as "Speech Communication" for too long.

The new name was changed to "Department of Communication Studies." The name change was approved by the Senate and Provost Hartpence. The new name is intended to reflect the department's focus on the study of communication in society.

Senate endorses safe victory celebrations

By Hunter George II
Staff Columnist

The Faculty Senate passed a resolution on post athletic celebrations Tuesday endorsing victory programs that would reflect favorably on the institution.

The Senate's resolution, which was approved by a vote of 8-3, supports the recommendations of the Student Senate which had previously approved a resolution endorsing safe celebration programs.

The Senate's resolution states that any programs which promote the safety and welfare of students and the community should be encouraged.

Athletic directors agree hope still exists for NCSU-ECSU series in future

By Jeff Cherry
Staff Columnist

The Athletic Directors of NCSU and ECSU met recently to discuss the possibility of a future series of football games. The meeting was attended by NCSU's Athletic Director, Jim Valverdo, and ECSU's Athletic Director, Bill Reynolds.

Jim Valverdo said that he hopes to arrange a series of games between NCSU and ECSU in the future. He said that both schools are interested in the idea and are willing to work together to make it happen.

Bill Reynolds said that his school is also interested in the idea and is looking forward to the possibility of a future series of games. He said that the schools will continue to discuss the idea and work towards making it a reality.
What's in a name?

I confessed to my students the other day that I had to change the name of my college's student newspaper from the "North Carolina State University News" to "The Student," reflecting the change in the school's name. It was a difficult decision, but I felt it was necessary to reflect the new name and the new spirit of the university.

Work and play have both taken a new turn with the change in name. Work has become more focused and efficient, while play has taken on a new dimension.

Call the carrier and ask for the current newspaper.

Add day to doodie day

Continued from page 1

the effective specific heat is positive when the temperature of the carrier gas is increased. The process is repeated until the desired specific heat is achieved.

This process is repeated until the desired specific heat is achieved.

By Don Munk

Every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon the class meets in David Engleman's English seminar room and then on the second floor of the new building, which is the only available space on campus.

The class would have been held in the new building, which has under renovation since January 1974. But the new building is not yet ready. The only available space on campus is in the new building.

The original schedule was very ambitious, and Edward Hennings, campus architect, said he had to make some adjustments.

The class has been held in the new building, which is the only available space on campus.

In the original schedule, students were expected to work in small groups.
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By Don Munk

Breakfasts.

Hardly.

The world is almost obsolete now.

Ask the man when men and men make goods are produced by computers, when you can order everything in general stores by phone or by mail. Ask the man who forgot the way to a used tube.

Before mass production, musicians and apparatus sometimes went through the death struggle of wood, clay and stone. But now the tool that present woodworking labels have been replaced with.

NCU students and others who are interested in woodworking.

Drawing as a "laboratory of the mind" is a technique much like the way it is done inside and outside valuable products of furniture, sculpture and pottery.

Tyler Faison, an accounting major, brooked through some Early American arts and writings in a reproduction of a Student Center exhibit Thursday. The sale, sponsored by the Union Accounts Board art committee, will continue through 5 p.m. today.

Snowed in? Timing perfect for novel ideas

By Suzanne Perez

FEATURE EDITOR

 Essex. The second annual Negro Arts and Crafts Affair, which is expected to sell out.

NCSU Craft Center continues to turn out handmade goods

By DON MUNK

At 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday, through Saturday. The two-year-old craft is 40 centers.

Get your Filas, 1988's

Joe Corey

PATTERNS FOR

Always enough already. The room is a stitch for a float in the foggy winter beginning to turn on a corner in your pants. How many times can you slide down a hill full of youthful something withstood. And if you're attracting the kind of thing you probably resting out. Tea and a three-leg wooden stool.

The Craft Center, which sells its own products, shows its wares through the month of January. The exhibit is sponsored by the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Textiles.

Victoria, The new film features interviews with Bobbie, Henry and Joe and uses the term "driving." You have to be more flexible when you watch the "driving." I'm going to have to think of the next time.

You can't use the "d" no matter how you say it. I'm going to have to think of the next time.

From the "d" you may have your work cut out for you. Washington also says, "There are some people in the capital that look like they can't use the "d" no matter how you say it. I'm going to have to think of the next time.

There's a great way to practice Springbrook.

With a forkful of fun.

The Bonsai Show could, in fact, be the weekend's opening of the fair. On Friday and Saturday, the fair's fair may make your work cut out for you. Washington also says, "There are some people in the capital that look like they can't use the "d" no matter how you say it. I'm going to have to think of the next time.
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Film gems still linger

Mike Legeros

MOVIES

was to be a non-stop all-day cinematic extravaganza without much decision or reason.

"Empire of the Sun" is currently playing at Moxie Valley and Canton Center.

"Three Men and a Baby," the three stars (Steve Guttenberg, multiplying in the baby is cute and their apartment is tight. The film, on the other hand, is a lot more serious. "Two Men and a Baby" is currently playing at Six Hills Twin.

Demolitions spoil New Year's

Continued from page 3

Edward Trout

Mr. Trout a gentle soul who discovered the most remote place in the U.S. and Kangaroo, "Babes in the Wood".

Edward Trout, 62, the toughest, most erudite person I ever knew, died May 21 in his New York City studio. He was a brilliant scholar and a great writer.

Edward Trout, who was a brilliant writer and a great scholar, died May 21 in his New York City studio. He was a brilliant scholar and a great writer.
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Second half spurts blow Pack past Bears, 103-54

'Halftime scolding,' Brown keep State win streak intact

By Karina Waugh
Sports Editor

In spite of a sluggish start, the Wolfpack pulled away in the second half and went on to defeat the Topranked Morgan State Bears 103-54. The win was State's third straight and improved their record to 14-4 overall and 6-1 in the conference. The win also extended State's win streak to 13 games.

The Wolfpack had a slow start, trailing 37-30 at halftime. They were outscored 29-17 in the first half, which saw Morgan State shoot 45% from the field and make 17 of their 38 field goal attempts.

In the second half, the Wolfpack came out with a renewed sense of urgency. They were led by sophomore guard Quentin Jackson, who scored 16 of his team-high 24 points in the second half. Jackson's performance helped the Wolfpack outscore Morgan State 76-44 in the second half.

Morgan State only managed to shoot 36% from the field in the second half and were held to just 14 points in the final 20 minutes. The Wolfpack's defense held Morgan State to just one field goal in the final 5 minutes of the game.

State's win streak now stands at 13 games, the longest in the conference. They are now 14-4 overall and 6-1 in conference play. The Wolfpack will look to continue their winning ways as they host the NC State Wolfpack on Saturday.

Get the edge

A recent survey asked executives at the nation's top companies to rank a list of 15 qualities they consider important when hiring new employees. Even though factors such as grade point average and previous work experience were on the list, 92 percent of the executives still ranked communication skills number one.

"Technician offers an excellent way to demonstrate communication skills to prospective companies."

— Walter P. Jones, Director
NCSU Career Planning and Placement Center

If you want the edge on thousands of other college students when you graduate, join Technician. We give you a way to improve your writing and your resume — all while you earn money. You now have the chance to enroll in the newspaper's only internship-training program to be held this semester.

Stop by our offices on the third floor of the Student Center to get more information. Prospective interns must be signed up by Wednesday, January 20.
The ACC's leading rebounder, Charles Shackleford lays one off the glass against Morgan State Wednesday night.

Good news travels better in a letter with the right ZIP.

Plenty of weekend Pack action slated

Even though the Wolfpack isn't basketball again, the fans will be out in full force this weekend. Both men's and women's basketball games will be played.

Men's basketball: 2 p.m. Saturday at Clemson

Women's basketball: 8 p.m. Sunday at Florida State

The ACC basketball tournament will start next Wednesday at the Greensboro Coliseum. The first round games will be played on Thursday and Friday, with the semifinals and final taking place Saturday and Sunday.

Swimmers dominate, take doubleheader

THE THETA TAU ENGINEERING FRATERNITY PRESENTS THE 1988... RUBE GOLDBERG MACHINE CONTEST

Simply (?) create the most intriguing, original, fascinating and complex machine that applies a postage stamp to an envelope. For additional details contact:

Rick Tatem, Theta Tau Fraternity, 828-2730

WARM UP WITH SOME FREE HOT CHOCOLATE WHILE YOU WAIT FOR UNC TICKETS

WHEN: MONDAY MORNING, JAN. 18th
WHERE: Across from Reynolds Coliseum at the tunnel
TIME: 6:00 am - 10:00 am
BE SURE TO BRING YOUR "SENIOR RED CARD" - ACTIVITY NO.6
**Editorials**

**King holiday festival planned for weekend**

This year, for the first time, N.C. State will officially acknowledge Martin Luther King Jr. Day. The event, scheduled to honor the late civil rights leader, will be held this weekend and is expected to draw a large crowd.

For instance, tomorrow the university will host the Third Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Lecture. Registrations begin at 11 a.m. and sẽ continue throughout the day on many subjects, including family, church, politics, relationships, literature, art, drama, education and economy. The festival is not limited to college students, and will have special sessions for elementary, junior high and high school students.

One of the festival's highlights will be a full production of the play "Don't Bother to Knock" by the Stage Players and Company at Thoreau Theatre at 10:30 p.m. The play will be sponsored by NCSU in cooperation with the Black Student Union. There will also be an African American concert featuring one student from each of the three host colleges. The women will perform at 7 p.m. on Monday, and the men at 6 p.m. on Tuesday in St. Mary's Chapel. The cultural concert concludes the day's festivities.

Although the event is free, advanced registration is required. For further information, contact Bruce Reynolds, Administrative Assistant to the President, or call 737-2281.

In addition to these activities, student body president Kevin Howell will speak Monday at 7 p.m. in North Hall. Following his speech, Howell will explain how the university has planned for the event. The forum will be open to the public in the P. C. D. C. P. M. in the Cultural Center. Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha, the forum will focus on why King's birthday should be celebrated.

This forum is appropriate, especially considering the controversy caused last semester by the King holiday. Although NCSU student leaders and administration officials note a lot of time bagging over the loss of one day, there are those who question the holiday's necessity. Now is the time to lay the groundwork for a civil rights holiday in the future, they feel. But, if we want it to be celebrated. This weekend's NCSU will be celebrating King's message, not King himself.

Perhaps this is best summed up by Howell: "We don't have to fight for King. We don't have to fight against injustice, racial or otherwise. We don't need it to be a viable alternative. There is no need for us to fight. It would be for students to remember this in the face of problems on this campus. Attend the King celebration, and the student forums and the speeches. And, before, all above, remember King's cause and peace for justice.

**Forum: a good idea, but timing cheats student body**

The Emerging Issues Forum is the kind of program N.C. State needs at this stage of its development. UNC Chapel Hill has sponsored a debate of the presidencies of the superpowers. Duke has several Nobel prize winners and prominent leaders speak each year. But we can only be proud of the Emerging Issues Forum because the program has not only brought in some of the nation's best speakers, but also has attracted widespread interest in the N.C. business and government community.

Forum chairman James Hunt, former governor and NCSU student body president in the mid-sixties, which yeartime period this event 'Taking Control of the Future' Kicking off the forum will be former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker. He has been the subject of Reagan's economic policy. The forum's keynote speaker will be Donald Peterson, chief executive officer of the Ford Motor Co. During the time of foreign domination of the automobile market, Peterson is credited with turning Ford back into the nation's largest car producer.

The only sure notes are the forum's dates: March 10 and 11, in the middle of the spring break. Forum planner Walter Cooper notes that early tickets, perhaps those that Peterson could attend. Anyhow, they are planned for toward industry and commerce, hoping to bring over more competitive and productive in today's marketplace. Many extension programs, in everything from communication at the Merck Institute and elsewhere, in the university has a similar off-campus focus. But these seminars and workshops don't show the same vitality in speakers, people who have been students and others that would be interested in hearing.

On Mr. Volcker's early date, the 1987 forum, only 40 to 50 students (mostly student leaders and members of the campaign mailing list) but based on the response we thought there were about 130 students who would want to get your attention. We estimated that approximately 1200 students would want to hear this talk to our index. This year you can expect to be a fuller audience.

In addition, the forum's 1987 sessions were scheduled to be at the last minute in the spring break, we strongly believe that the student body's interest in the sessions to emerge over the last decade.

We suspect that in the future, NCSU officials try to pick a better time to hold the forum. In the meantime, the prestige of this program (not really designed for students, planners should find someone larger elsewhere in the university for such events) and the prestige of the business leaders are among the forum's most student leaders - the students - are left on the cold.

We were planning to run a column on the editorial page. Instead, the Chapel Hill News has asked the College Student Press and the Daily Tar Heel to run alternative columns on the editorial page.

**Involved, leadership brings changes**

Kevin Howell

**Guest Columnist**

This weekend will mark the beginning of home football at N.C. State, but the first official event will be at 11 a.m. today. The game is being played at North Carolina State University, and the home team is known as the Wolfpack. The game will be held at Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh, NC.

The game will be televised on ESPN and NBC. The kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST), and the broadcast will last approximately 2.5 hours.

The game will feature the Wolfpack against the University of Tennessee Volunteers. The Wolfpack has a 1-0 record so far this season, while the Volunteers are 2-0. The game is a part of the NCAA football schedule.

**Campout season here**

Ticket policy effective for Carolina game

This weekend will mark the beginning of home football at N.C. State, but the first official event will be at 11 a.m. today. The game is being played at North Carolina State University, and the home team is known as the Wolfpack. The game will be held at Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh, NC.

The game will be televised on ESPN and NBC. The kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST), and the broadcast will last approximately 2.5 hours.

The game will feature the Wolfpack against the University of Tennessee Volunteers. The Wolfpack has a 1-0 record so far this season, while the Volunteers are 2-0. The game is a part of the NCAA football schedule.

The current year's tickets are not valid for this year's event. The Denison Press office says that "The current year's tickets are not valid for this year's event. The Denison Press office says that these tickets are for the Wolfpack and not for the Volunteers. This is a change from last year's event."
Ruling OKs censorship of students

Has the high court dealt a serious blow to student journalism?

Continued from page 8

schools and universities. This might cause some problems for newspapers associated with academic publications, but it does not apply to student-run newspapers. Even though the judicial branch may have limited the power of the executive branch, the case might have a significant effect on online newspapers as well because it will decide whether school officials should be allowed to censor student newspapers simply because they are tied to a college domain. In the current legal debate over federal funding for federal student publications, federal funding is at issue. The student publications issue is a case of a teaching institution withholding public information. Strongly supporting our position is the fact that there is no evidence of any federal funding being withheld or being misused. As the Supreme Court has recognized, there is no compelling interest on the state’s part to withhold funding from the student publications issue.

Robert E. Lefkowitz argued the case for the state. Lefkowitz, who is currently the general counsel of the New York Times, noted that the state of North Carolina has a long-standing policy of not funding any organizations that engage in the use of obscenity or nudity. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.

Lefkowitz also noted that the state’s policy is not based on religious reasons or on the principles of tolerance. He noted that the state has consistently used this policy to deny funding to organizations that engage in these activities, including the student publications. Lefkowitz argued that the state’s policy is constitutional because it is a policy of the state and not a policy of the university.
So you want to have some fun and improve your resume at the same time?

Join Technician as a writer, photographer, copy editor, graphic artist, or any number of positions we have available. Here’s how:

Stop by our offices at 3121 Student Center and get some information about Technician’s spring internship program. No experience is necessary, but enthusiasm and self-motivation are essential requirements. You must sign up before 5 p.m. Wednesday, January 20.

All interns must attend an orientation session at 9 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Center Brown Room, where we’ll tell you about Technician and the internship program. And if you’re accepted into the program, we’ll pay you, train you for the job of your choice and help you adjust to the paper.

THANK YOU, N.C. STATE STUDENTS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

ADDAM’S University Bookstore

Because we compete, You Win!

What a way to “Begin a New Tradition!”

Congratulations to our Monday & Tuesday Prize Winners!


ADDAM’S UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE MISSION VALLEY SHOPPING CENTER